
APPENDIX 

 

 A Time to Kill was written by John Grisham in 1989. This story takes place in Clanton 

Mississippi America in the spring and summer of year in the 1970’s. The story revolves a trial of 

an African- American black man Carl Lee Harley who had killed the two American white men 

Billy Ray Cobb and Pete Willard who brutally raped and tortured his ten years old daughter. It 

was a time where racism and human rights violations and also social status and race 

discrimination between white people and black people groups were very evident in the Southern 

States.  

 The racism in the southern refers to the KKK movement. The Ku Klux Klan (KKK) is 

the name given to several secret organizations in the United States, mostly in the South, that are 

known for believing and fighting for white supremacy. The KKK is a racist, anti-Semitic 

movement with a commitment to extreme violence to achieve its goals of racial segregation and 

white supremacy. It used terrorism, violence, and lynching to intimidate and persecute African 

Americans, Jews and other racial and religious minorities. 

 There were not rights equality between white as the landlord and Niger as the slaver. By 

the superiority of the white, it gave several spaces for ravishment, violence and also raping 

toward black by the certain white group. For the consequence, every violence reaped revenge. 

The group of black appeared from the affliction to fight for their rights. The cases of revenge by 

the black finally should be executed at the court, meanwhile most of the officer, attorney and the 

prosecutor were White in the county at the time. Demonstration from the both sides every time, 

the KKK representing White with a long march yells and the Black shouted for the rights 

equality. 



 In spite of the condition and the phenomena above, Jake Brigance, an ambitious young 

lawyer, agreed to defend an African America, Carl Lee Harley. Jake stepped forward as an 

American white men lawyer who willingly dedicated his self-event let his career and life safety 

on the line to defense Carl Lee only at the court. Became the lawyer of a Black made he and his 

family daily life was disturbed by the terror came from the KKK. His struggle gave him a result. 

Finally he won the trial and Carl Lee Harley was stated unguilty free. 

 


